barriers&goal

We all understand that elderly people are usually uneducated when it comes to
the digital world. They are not only uneducated, but unmotivated to use digital
tools, therefore they are difficult to reach through digital media...

Knowing the facts above, how can we solve the problem and deliver a method,
where we can show them the benefits of the digitally connected world?

insight

We approached the problem based on their most relevant reference group,
from the most reliable source, who they acknowledge the most, and accept
their advice. But, who are they?

GRANDCHILDREN & CHILDREN
Unlike their grandparents they are digitally well informed and highly educated,
they are the torchbearers of the digital age

idea

approach

message

Grandchildren and children would take the digital lifestyle to the

Based on powerful childhood memories, we want to remind

elderly. Instead of pushing 60+ years old people directly to use

youngsters that there’s a possibility giving something back to the

Telekom’s network, we pull them into the digital world and deliver our

people who raised them with unconditional love. Just remember,

message via their younger relatives, who are the real and almost only

who taught you to ride a bike, who told you new things about the

bond to the digital life for them.

world, etc... Now it’s your turn:
“Return the joy, you received as a kid!
Educate your grandparents about the digital life”

introducing

mechanism

We’d build a microsite for creating and leading a grandproject.

01

After a short registration process, discounts will be granted for the users,
which could be used for buying digital tools (tablet, smartphone) for their
grandparents.

02

With the newly bought digital tools they can visit their grandparents throughout
the country (incl. Mákmartalóc) to develop their grandparents’ digital
knowledge with the usage of the microsite

03

Microsite contains education materials for elderly people including relevant
topics (eg.communications, health, cooking, travel), in which digital could help
them to lead a more beneficial and satisfying lifestyle

WIN - WIN situation
More digitally connected households & digitally educated elderly people

campaign01

We can strenghten the effect our our programme with a video series focusing on influencers,
who have a strong connection with their parents:

Mádai Vivien, Kárpáti Rebeka, Weisz Fanni, Szabyest, etc.

In these videos influencers are talking about their personal relationship with their parents and their connection, which
became easier after their elderly parents became digitally educated. They tell stories how the personal education
started years ago, how small steps were taken and how it all evolved.

campaign02
Extension of the digital campaign

01

Insta Stories will be used in the campaign to inform people about the
programme. At the end card they will have the chance to “Swipe Up” and visit
the microsite, where they can join the “Grand Project” community
During the campaign user generated content will be published about elderly
people who succeeded the programme with a help of their grandchildren

02

Native content as: How I returned something valuable to my grandparents?
The article tells us about a family in Mákmartalóc, where a selected family was
offered the opportunity to participate in the programme as a first candidate. It
shows the microsite registration, the educational process and the certificate,
which is given at the end.

thank you!

